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Accelerated Weather Testing Results, Roof Makeover Specialist vs 
Opposition

    Chart 1:

Colour Stability: Certified Premium Resin offers substantially better colour          
stability than leading opposition products in a side by side accelerated             

weathering test. All of the competitive products were showing noticeable colour 
change (fading) within the first 7 years equivalent exposure. Two of the              

opposition products were showing substantial change within the first 3-4 years.  
The Certified Premium Resin finish remained stable for up to 15 years               

equivalent before any colour change could be detected.  Even after 21 years 
equivalent exposure, the Certified Premium Resin was stil l better than some of 

the opposition after only 3-4 years exposure.
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    Chart 2:

Gloss Retention:  The Certified Premium Resin coating and the leading opposition premium 
coating both show excellent gloss retention initially.  They both exhibit high initial gloss and 

after around 10 years equivalent exposure, both stil l retain over 70% of their initial gloss levels.  
By 15 years equivalent exposure, the Certified Premium Resin is significantly better in gloss 
retention with over 65% gloss retention while the premium opposition product has started to 

decline rapidly fall ing to around 50% gloss retention. The other two opposition products              
deteriorated very quickly right from the outset losing 70-85% of their initial gloss within the                

first 7 years.

When you account for the relative cost of the four samples that were evaluated, the Certified 
Premium Resin coating comes out way in front. Easily the best colour retention / fade                 

resistance and exceptional gloss retention combine to give exceptional value for money                  
and a roof that you can be proud of for years to come.
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